Books


Spy Fiction (December 2019-January 2020):


**Academic Journals**

**Intelligence and National Security, Vol. 35 No. 1.**

**Articles**

Wesley Wark, “The Road to CANUSA: How Canadian Signals Intelligence Won Its Independence and Helped Create the Five Eyes,” pp. 20-34.


Rubén Arcos and José-Miguel Palacios, “EU INTCEN: A Transnational European Culture of Intelligence Analysis?” pp. 72-94.


Review Articles


Geraint Hughes and R. Gerald Hughes, “Chikara Hashimoto on Intelligence and Counter-Subversion During the Twilight of the British Empire – An Enduring Scholarly Legacy,” pp. 149-158.

Book Reviews


Editorial


Articles

Ron E. Hassner, “What Do We Know About Interrogational Torture?” pp. 4-42.


Matthieu J. Guitton, “Using Biotechnology to Build a Workforce for Intelligence and Counterintelligence,” pp. 119-134.

Florian Cristiana Matei and Jumana Kawar, “Tunisia’s Post-Arab Spring Intelligence Reform,” pp. 135-158.

Book Reviews


Margaret S. Marangione – a review of Patrick F. Walsh’s Intelligence, Biosecurity, and Bioterrorism, New York: Palgrave, Macmillan Publishers, 2018, 300 pp., pp. 185-188.


Articles


Alexander Nicholas Shaw, “Propaganda Intelligence and Covert Action: The Regional Information Office and British Intelligence in South-East Asia, 1949-1961,” pp. 51-76.


Andreas Wimmer, Duncan Bare and William B. Duncan, “Austrian Intelligence Reform: Do Intelligence and Security Studies Have A Future in Austria?” pp. 92-102.


Book Review


Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae (Hungary), Vol. 72, No. 4.


Cold War History, Vol. 20, No. 1.

Ariane Knüsel, “’White on the Outside But Red on the Inside:’ Switzerland and Chinese Intelligence Networks During the Cold War,” pp. 77-94.

Communist and Post-Communist Studies, Vol. 52, No. 4.


Contemporary Security Policy, Vol. 41, No. 1.


Cooperation & Conflict, Vol. 54, No. 4.

Crime Science, Vol. 8, No. 1.


Historical Journal of Film, Radio & Television, Vol. 39, No. 4.

History of the Human Sciences, Vol. 32, No. 5.

Imago Mundi, Vol. 72, No. 1.
Luis A. Robles Macias, “No, Mapmaker Juan Vespucci Was Not a Medici Spy,” pp. 41-46.


International Journal of Intelligence, Security & Public Affairs, Vol. 21, No. 3.

International Politics, Vol. 56, No. 6.

Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 64, No. 1.


Orbis, Vol. 64, No. 1.


Polish Review, Vol. 64, No. 4.


Queen’s Quarterly, Vol. 126, No. 4.


Social Science Computer Review, Vol. 37, No. 6.


Social Science Information, Vol. 58, No. 4.


Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 8, No. 3.


Studies in Conflict and Terrorism, Vol. 43.

War & Conflict, Vol. 12, No. 4.
